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"Deploying QoS for IP Next Generation Networks: The Definitive Guide" provides network architects and planners with insight into the various aspects that drive QoS deployment for the various network types. It serves as a single source of reference for businesses that plan to deploy a QoS framework for voice, video, mobility and data applications creating a converged infrastructure. It further provides detailed design and implementation details for various service deployments across the various Cisco platforms such as the CRS-1, 12000, 7600 & 7200 series routers that are widely deployed in most Carrier Networks. The book covers architectural and implementation specific information plus recommendations for almost all the popular line cards across the various hardware platforms widely used in the market. It also addresses QoS architecture and deployment on the Cisco CRS-1 platform and is considered as a unique selling point of this book. In short, the book serves as an 'On the Job Manual' which can also be used as a study guide for Cisco specialist certification programs (CCNA, CCIP, and CCIE). This book includes detailed illustration and configurations.

 In addition, it provides detailed case studies along with platform specific tests and measurement results. A link to a detailed tutorial on QoS metrics and associated test results will be available at the book's companion website in order to ensure that the reader is able to understand QoS functionality from a deployment standpoint. This book covers the requirements and solutions in deploying QoS for voice, video, IPTV, mobility and data traffic classes (Quad-play networks), saving the reader time in searching for hardware specific QoS information, given the abundance of Cisco platforms and line cards. It presents real-life deployments by means of detailed case studies, allowing the reader to apply the same solutions to situations in the work place. It provides QoS architecture and implementation details on Cisco CRS-1, 12000, 7600, and 7200 routing platforms using Cisco IOS/IOS-XR software, aiding the reader in using these devices and preparing for Cisco specialist certification.
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Understanding Ethics in Applied Behavior Analysis: Practical ApplicationsRoutledge, 2019

	
		Drawing upon combined 35 years of clinical experience as well as the reflections of colleagues in the field, Understanding Ethics in Applied Behavior Analysis provides the foundation for a lifelong journey of ethical practice in service for individuals with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and other developmental disabilities....
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Forest Analytics with R: An Introduction (Use R!)Springer, 2010

	
		R is an open-source and free software environment for statistical computing
	
		and graphics. R compiles and runs on a wide variety of UNIX platforms
	
		(e.g., GNU/Linux and FreeBSD), Windows, and Mac OSX. Since the late
	
		1990s, R has been developed by hundreds of contributors and new capabilities
	
		are added each month....
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First Aid for the USMLE Step 1: 2008 (First Aid USMLE)McGraw-Hill, 2007

	With the 2008 edition of First Aid for the® USMLE Step 1, we continue our commitment to providing students with the most useful and up-to-date preparation guide for the USMLE Step 1. This edition represents a major revision in many ways and includes:

	

	A revised and updated exam preparation guide for the USMLE Step 1....
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Broadcast Announcing Worktext, Third Edition: A Media Performance Guide (Book & CD Rom)Focal Press, 2009
This book provides the aspiring broadcast performer with the skills, techniques, and procedures necessary to enter this highly competitive field. In addition to the principles of good performance, this text addresses the importance of audience and how to change message to communicate effectively to various groups. Television and radio studio...
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Swift High PerformancePackt Publishing, 2015

	Leverage Swift and enhance your code to take your applications to the next level


	About This Book

	
		Build solid, high performance applications in Swift
	
		Increase your efficiency by getting to grips with concurrency and parallel programming
	
		Use Swift to design...
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Introduction to Probability and Stochastic Processes with ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	An easily accessible, real-world approach to probability and stochastic processes


	Introduction to Probability and Stochastic Processes with Applications presents a clear, easy-to-understand treatment of probability and stochastic processes, providing readers with a solid foundation they can build upon throughout their...
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